
 

English II (English 10) 

Summer Reading Requirement 

 

All students entering English II within NHS or SHS in the 2014-15  

school year will have the following Summer Reading expectation,  

to be completed before the first day of the 2014-15 school year: 
 

• Read The Other Wes Moore by Wes Moore  

(Available for purchase at M & P Books, Amazon.com, Barnes & Noble, etc. and for loan from 

Willoughby-Eastlake Public Libraries) 

 

Summary:  The Other Wes Moore   
Growing up African-American in Baltimore and the Bronx in the 1980s was like growing up in a 

war zone for the two boys named Wes Moore. Crime, violence, and drugs were rampant, and a 

hopeful future seemed impossible. One Wes Moore made choices that led to a life sentence in the 

penitentiary. The other one turned from crime toward a life that included a Rhodes scholarship 

and a successful career. The Wes Moore who escaped the fate of the criminal reflects on how 

two young men in similar circumstances make often thoughtless and impulsive choices that 

determine first their reputation and then their fate. What differentiates these two fatherless boys 

is that one had adults to guide, counsel, love, and discipline him through bad choices and the 

other did not. For much of their youth, it is not clear that this is enough to save one boy from the 

fate of the other. All teens are familiar with bad choices, and will find in these parallel life stories 

a compelling demonstration of consequences. Without being preachy or judgmental, Moore 

describes the divergent paths of two lives in a way that will offer hope to those who feel overwhelmed by 

circumstances that seem hopeless. The book includes an ample resource guide to national and local organizations that 

provide services to troubled youth.–John Sexton, Westchester Library System, NY  

OR 
• Read Persepolis  by Marjane Satrapi  

(Available for purchase at M & P Books, Amazon.com, Barnes & Noble, etc. and for loan from 

Willoughby-Eastlake Public Libraries) 

Summary:  Persepolis 

Marjane Satrapi's Persepolis is an exemplary autobiographical graphic novel, in the tradition of 

Art Spiegelman's classic Maus. In Iran during the Islamic Revolution, young Satrapi is the six-

year-old daughter of two committed and well-to-do Marxists. As she grows up, she witness 

first-hand the effects that the revolution and the war with Iraq have on her home, family and 

school.  As with Maus, the main strength of Persepolis is its ability to make the political 

personal.  Told through the eyes of a child (as reflected in Satrapi's simplistic yet expressive 

black-and-white artwork), young Marjane learns about her family history and how it is 

entwined with the history of Iran, and watches her liberal parents cope with a fundamentalist 

regime that gets increasingly rigid as it gains more power. Outspoken and intelligent, Marjane 

chafes at Iran's increasingly conservative interpretation of Islamic law, especially as she grows 

into a bright and independent teenager. Throughout, Marjane remains a hugely likeable young 

woman. 

Persepolis gives the reader a snapshot of daily life in a country struggling with an internal cultural revolution and a 

bloody war, but within an intensely personal context. It is a very human history, beautifully and sympathetically told.   

-  Robert Burrow 

The assignment that goes with your selection is on the next page.   

Should you have any questions about the reading or assignment, please contact: 

annette.misconin@weschools.org (North) or michelle.johnson@weschools.org (South)



English II Summer Reading Assignment:  Reader Response Journal 

Directions:  Respond in complete sentences to three of the ten prompts listed below. Each response should 

be on a separate page; therefore, you will have at least 3 typed pages. Proper MLA format and length 

requirements* must be followed including:  a proper MLA heading, a title that tells the corresponding 

number of the prompt, 1” margins, and the acceptable font of 12 pt. Times New Roman. For each response, 

you must underline the key sentence that illustrates the idea for that particular response. This assignment is 

worth 60 points.  Although you will be quizzed on your chosen novel on the first day of school, this 

assignment is due on Tuesday, September 2, 2014.  Write down any questions that you have while reading 

the book for class discussions during the first week of school. 

1. Theme:  State the theme of the book you are reading, and then give two examples that illustrate this theme 

and explain how they illustrate it. Include the page number for each example. (½-1 page typed) 

2. Setting:  Write a statement about the impact of the setting on the story. Give two reasons that illustrate the 

impact of the setting on the story. (Think: How do the place and time shape the characters/ the plot/ the 

themes/ the conflicts?) (½ -1 page typed) 

3. Character:  Choose a character in the book. Then explain the character’s motivations that led to his/her 

actions in two different instances. (½ page for each instance and motivation=1 page total typed) 

4. Point of View:  Identify the point of view from which the novel is written (first person, second person, 

third person limited, or third person omniscient). Copy two passages, of 3-4 sentences in length, that 

illustrate point of view, and tell why you think the author chose to tell the story from that point of view. 

(Why – ½ page explanation typed) 

5. Criticism:  Interpret and critique the end of the book. Give two reasons that you believe this was or was 

not a believable ending; if it was not believable, tell how the ending was artistically justified. (½ -1 page 

typed) 

6. Symbolism:  Name two symbols that were used in the book, and tell what each symbol represents. (½ -1 

page typed) 

7. Irony:  Explain two examples of irony that were used in the book, and tell what you think the author was 

trying to accomplish by using irony in each. Include the page number for each example. (½ -1 page typed) 

8. Conflict:  Explain two conflicts that occur in the book and what each helps you to understand/ learn. 

Remember to discuss conflict in terms of internal/external. (½ -1 page typed) 

9. Antagonist:  Choose one antagonist from the novel. Discuss the character traits of the antagonist.  In 

addition, discuss how the antagonist influences and affects the protagonist.  (½ -1 page typed) 

10. Climax:  Write a statement about the climax or highest point of the tension.  Explain how this changes 

the outcome of the novel.  (½ -1 page typed) 
 

Last Name 1 (page number) 

Your First and Last Name 

Your Teacher’s Name  

Class Name (such as English II) 

2 September 2014 

Title (such as Prompt 1:  Theme) 
 

*Additional MLA format information can be found at “The Purdue Online Writing Lab”:  http://owl.english.purdue.edu/ 


